


BOLT  Series Codeable Locks

www.durasafelocks.com

The BOLT™ (Breakthrough One-Key Lock Technology) Series of locks are the 
World’s First Codeable Locks. These locks can be programmed to match your 
car key. You can have a lock for your toolbox, shed door, locker, receiver, camper, 
bicycle, tree stand, etc... and program them all to match your one vehicle key. 
And you’re able to add a lock at any point without worrying about keyed-alike 
sets – you already OWN the key! Eliminate the clutter of keys on your key ring 
or in the junk drawer and key your locks the same. Switch to BOLT™ today!

This series of innovative DuraSafe locks incorporate a patented cylinder that 
enables you to program the locks to your vehicle key. Imagine the convenience 
of not having to search for keys or go through the process of elimination to 
figure out which key goes to what lock. And no need to 
remember combinations for locks you rarely use.

The system is simple. The first time you insert and turn your 
key the tumblers inside the cylinder are coded to the unique 
cuts on your key. Now your lock is set to your vehicle key.

Programmed by you to work with YOUR VEHICLE KEY 

Proudly made in the U.S.A.

Exclusive automotive grade, weather-resistant shutter 
keeps out dust and dirt

No combinations to remember

No extra keys to worry about - you always have 
your vehicle key

No more forgetting where you put your seldom-used keys 

Compatible with over 100 million vehicles 

Fits over 88% of light trucks on the road and over 70% 
of all Ford, GM and Chrysler vehicles on the road 

6-plate tumbler sidebar makes it nearly impossible 
to pick or bump

What sets BOLT™ apart from the rest?

*Vehicle Compatibility Chart available at www.durasafelocks.com       
 BOLT is compatible with most Ford, GM and Chrysler vehicles.

ONE KEY        YOUR KEY

These innovative locks redefine security, 
durability and convenience!

™

Professional Angler
Cary Bever
Professional Angler
Cary Bever
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Padlock Receiver Lock Spare Tire Lock Cable Lock Swing Away Trailer Tongue Lock

You Can Customize As Many Locks As You Want - ANYTIME!

BOLT™ Locks by DuraSafe are becoming the most talked about locks on the market... 

“By using my truck key, the BOLT™ locks series gives me the convenience I need while DuraSafe’s quality and 
 flexibility give me the security I depend on. For me, DuraSafe has done the impossible by making security 
 convenient. How cool is that!”  - DuraSafe Pro Staff Member, Cary Bever

“Probably the most innovative automobile/watercraft accessory we have seen in years!”
     - TackleTour, The Angler’s Source for Tackle News and Reviews

“One company that makes locks anglers have come to depend on is DuraSafe. DuraSafe not only makes high quality 

locks, but caters to the anglers need.” - Brad Wiegmann, Outdoor Writer, Photographer and Professional Fishing Guide
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Padlock

Zinc-nickel plated, hardened steel shackle 

Exclusive automotive grade, weather-resistant stainless steel shutter keeps 
out dust and dirt

6-plate tumbler sidebar makes it nearly impossible to pick or bump

Rugged, protective jacket seals out elements and protects your gear

Proudly made in the U.S.A.

BOLT™ Padlock’s automotive grade stainless steel, weather-resistant shutter and solid 
zinc core earns it the ASTM’s highest corrosion resistance rating.  Combine this with its 
rugged, protective jacket, 6-plate tumbler sidebar and large cylinder size – it’s all proof 
the BOLT™ padlock is the best built, most convenient padlock on the market.
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CPL-F
CPL-C
CPL-GMA
CPL-GMB

Fits Select Ford Model Keys
Fits Select Chrysler/Dodge Model Keys
Fits Select GM Models, Older Vehicle Keys
Fits Select GM Models, Newer Vehicle Keys

CODEABLE PADLOCK

Lock Up Your Gear
Use the Padlock to lock up:

and more... 

ATVs•	
Bikes•	
Boats•	
Cables•	
Chains•	
Coolers•	
Gates•	
Lockers•	
Motorcycles•	

Outboard Motors•	
Scooters•	
Sheds•	
Spare Tires•	
Storage Buildings•	
Storage Containers•	
Toolboxes•	
Trailers•	
Tree Stands •	

*Vehicle Compatibility Chart available at www.durasafelocks.com  
 BOLT is compatible with most Ford, GM and Chrysler vehicles.
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CRL500-F
CRL500-C
CRL500-GMA
CRL500-GMB

CRL625-F
CRL625-C

CRL625-GMA
CRL625-GMB

Fits Select Ford Model Keys
Fits Select Chrysler/Dodge Model Keys
Fits Select GM Models, Older Vehicle Keys
Fits Select GM Models, Newer Vehicle Keys

CODEABLE RECEIVER LOCK
5/8" Diameter - 

Fits Class III/IV Receivers
1/2" Diameter - 
Fits Class II Receivers

Receiver Lock

Instructional Video
Available at

www.durasafelocks.com

Stainless steel pin

Exclusive solid zinc core automotive grade cylinder with stainless 
steel, weather resistant shutter keeps out dirt and dust

Cylinder achieves the ASTM’s highest corrosion resistance rating 
making it #1 for corrosion resistance

Unique 6-plate tumbler sidebar makes it nearly impossible to pick or bump

Rugged jacket seals out elements and protects your gear

Innovation in receiver locks doesn’t come around often but the 
new BOLT™ Receiver Lock has it all. Durability, strength, superior 
ball bearing design, 6-plate tumbler sidebar, automotive grade-
weather resistant shutter and stainless steel pin, this receiver lock 
keyed to your vehicle takes convenience, innovation and reliability 
to a whole new level. 

1/2" Diameter

5/8" Diameter

*Vehicle Compatibility 
Chart available at 
www.durasafelocks.com 
BOLT is compatible with 
most Ford, GM and 
Chrysler vehicles.

1. Receiver Lock

2. Padlock
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Swing Away Trailer Tongue Lock

1/2" Diameter 5/8" Diameter

The newest addition to the BOLT™ Series, is the Swing Away Trailer 
Tongue Lock. Available in two sizes (1/2" diameter and 5/8" diameter), 
this lock has it all. Durability, strength, superior ball bearing design, 
6-plate tumbler sidebar, automotive grade-weather resistant shutter 
and stainless steel pin... this lock, keyed to your vehicle, takes 
convenience, innovation and reliability to a whole new level.

Stainless Steel Pin

Exclusive solid zinc core automotive grade cylinder with stainless 
steel, weather resistant shutter keeps out dirt and dust

Cylinder achieves the ASTM’s highest corrosion resistance rating 
making it #1 for corrosion resistance

Unique 6-plate tumbler sidebar makes it nearly impossible to 
pick or bump

Rugged jacket seals out elements and protects your gear

Lock Up Your Gear
Use the Receiver & SATT Locks to lock up:

Bike Racks•	
Cargo Holders•	

Receivers•	
Trailers•	

3. Swing Away Trailer Tongue Lock
(Hairpin Cotter Pin)

Three Different BOLT Locks Only 
ONE KEY Needed - YOUR VEHICLE KEY

Hairpin cotter pin included to hold pin in 
place when lock head is off

Use lock as a security device by swinging tongue 
open and sliding lock back in place – doing 
this prevents tongue from being straightened 
out and attached to a thief’s vehicle

CSWTL500-F
CSWTL500-C
CSWTL500-GMA
CSWTL500-GMB

CSWTL625-F
CSWTL625-C

CSWTL625-GMA
CSWTL625-GMB

Fits Select Ford Model Keys
Fits Select Chrysler/Dodge Model Keys
Fits Select GM Models, Older Vehicle Keys
Fits Select GM Models, Newer Vehicle Keys

CODEABLE SWING AWAY TRAILER TONGUE LOCK
5/8" Diameter - 

Fits Class III/IV Receivers
1/2" Diameter - 
Fits Class II Receivers
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Cable Lock

Exclusive solid zinc core automotive grade cylinder with stainless 
steel, weather resistant shutter keeps out dirt and dust

Cylinder achieves the ASTM’s highest corrosion resistance rating 
making it #1 for corrosion resistance

Stainless steel pin - 1/2" diameter fits through smaller openings

6' Coiled cable for easy storage

Braided and galvanized steel wire for added strength

Heavy gauge 5/16" cable is vinyl-coated to help prevent scratches

There aren’t too many differences in cable locks on the market 
today but the BOLT™ Cable Lock offers something new - convenience, 
durability, strength and superior corrosion resistance.  The convenience 
comes from you already owning the key that will make the lock work.  
Its durability, strength and corrosion resistance come from the innovative 
technology of the BOLT™’s patented cylinder.
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Spare Tire Lock

Zinc plated steel bracket

Locks over wheel studs up to 1/2" diameter

*Vehicle Compatibility Chart available at www.durasafelocks.com  
 BOLT is compatible with most Ford, GM and Chrysler vehicles.

A spare tire lock is needed to keep your spare secure 
so the tire is there when you need it most. But who 
remembers where the key is because it’s used so rarely? 
The answer, the BOLT™ Spare Tire Lock. What more 
convenient way to unlock a spare tire than to use your 
own vehicle key to do it? With the same durability and 
strength built into this lock as all the other BOLT™ locks, 
there isn’t a simpler more convenient solution. 

Fits Select Ford Model Keys
Fits Select Chrysler/Dodge Model Keys
Fits Select GM Models, Older Vehicle Keys
Fits Select GM Models, Newer Vehicle Keys

CODEABLE CABLE LOCK
CCL60-F
CCL60-C
CCL60-GMA
CCL60-GMB

Fits Select Ford Model Keys
Fits Select Chrysler/Dodge Model Keys
Fits Select GM Models, Older Vehicle Keys
Fits Select GM Models, Newer Vehicle Keys

CODEABLE SPARE TIRE LOCK
CSTL-F
CSTL-C
CSTL-GMA
CSTL-GMB

Lock Up Your Gear
Use the Cable Lock to lock up:

and more... 

ATVs•	
Bikes•	
Boats•	
Canoes•	
Coolers•	
Gas Cans•	
Gates•	
Generators•	

Kayaks•	
Ladders•	
Motorcycles•	
Power Tools•	
Scooters•	
Spare Tires•	
Trailers•	
Tree Stands •	
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Coupler Connect
No. CC001

TM

Makes Trailer Hookups Easy

This innovative, patent-pending accessory will take away the problems associated with trying to hook up a trailer. No more dinged 
bumpers, repeated attempts or potential arguments with your helper. It locates the trailer coupler directly over the ball without the 
need of assistance. The Coupler ConnectTM installs in minutes, and can be used as a wheel chock when you’re not hooking up.

COUPLER CONNECT™
CC001
CC900
CC125

COUPLER CONNECT™
Extra Base Plate 1" dia. opening
Extra Base Plate 1.25" dia. opening

Base Plate 
Fits standard 1" dia. ball shank
(1.25" bracket also available)

Guide
Aligns coupler directly

over tow ball

Coupler ConnectTM is the perfect problem solver for the many people who have trouble backing up their vehicle to a trailer. With the 
Coupler Connect,  hooking up to a trailer takes just seconds, saving time and effort. No assistance or physical effort is required. No 
need to continually get in and out of the vehicle to check on position. Coupler ConnectTM guides your trailer coupler directly over your 
tow ball every time, and helps prevent dings and scratches to your tow vehicle. Made of zinc-plated steel for durability.

* Coupler Connect™ comes with the base plate and guide.
**Coupler Connect™ plus Protect comes with the base plate, 
 guide and guard. See page 10.

Instructional Video
Available at

www.durasafelocks.com
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* Coupler Connect™ comes with the base plate and guide.
**Coupler Connect™ plus Protect comes with the base plate, 
 guide and guard. See page 10.

Aligns coupler directly over tow ball

Two-pieces; base plate and guide

Prevents damage to vehicle & protects license plate

Fitted in minutes

One person hookup

Saves time on every backup by eliminating 
repeated attempts

Does not require a line of sight out back window

Bracket fits standard 1" dia. ball shank - 
1.25" bracket also available

Proudly made in the U.S.A.

Guide: Can Be Used as a Wheel Chock
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Base Plate
Fits standard 1" dia. ball shank
(1.25" bracket also available)

Guide
Aligns coupler directly

over tow ball

Guard
Prevents accidental 
trailer decoupling

Coupler Connect  plus ProtectTM

No. CCP200

Coupler ConnectTM plus Protect offers the same items as the Coupler ConnectTM  but also includes the coupler guard, a separate hold 
down device that prevents the coupler from accidentally popping off the tow ball during travel and prevents theft by adding a padlock. 
One mounting bracket, two complimentary accessories. First, use the guide to align the coupler directly over the tow ball for easy 
hookup. Then, remove the guide and insert the coupler guard to help prevent the coupler from separating from the vehicle during 
travel. As an added benefit, the guard can also be used to secure the trailer to the tow vehicle when a padlock is used.

*Coupler Connect™ plus Protect comes with the base plate, guide and guard.



Helps prevent accidental uncoupling caused by 
mismatched ball and coupler, coupler not properly 
secured and equipment failure

Added benefit is the ability to lock and secure the trailer 
on the tow vehicle with the use of a padlock

Universal fit – hold down device slides up and down for 
incremental height adjustments

Three-pieces; base plate, guide and guard

Bracket fits standard 1" dia. ball shank - 
1.25" bracket also available 

Inexpensive insurance

Proudly made in the U.S.A.

The ultimate in trailer hookup, safety, security and peace of 
mind for those who tow. The Coupler ConnectTM plus Protect 
helps you hookup your trailer and also prevents accidental 
trailer decoupling. Add theft protection by placing a lock in 
the spring pinhole to secure the trailer to the tow vehicle.
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Guard: Can Be Used as a Step
Use a Padlock for Maximum Trailer Security

Guard Prevents Decoupling of
Trailer From Towing Vehicle

Replace the Pin with a
BOLT Padlock for Added
Theft Protection

Universal Fit with Incremental
Adjustments for Proper Height

BOLT Receiver Lock
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Universal Electronics Lock
No. UEL50

The Universal Electronics Lock acts as a knob, replacing one 
factory knob from either side of an electronics unit.

With theft and burglary of boat equipment on the rise, boat 
owners are having to rethink their “usual” hiding spots. Marine 
electronics are an expensive investment for boaters and an 
easy target for thieves - just unscrew the knobs, unplug the 
cords and walk away. In a matter of seconds, the electronics 
are gone. The Universal Electronics Lock from DuraSafe secures 
bracket-mounted electronics leaving a thief no other alternative 
but to move on.

No longer do you need to rush around inside a gas station, 
worried your fish finder will be gone before you get back. No 
need to reconsider docking your boat to grab a bite to eat. 
And for those who travel to unfamiliar destinations, there is 
peace of mind knowing the electronics are secure. The 
Universal Electronics Lock is a product boating and 
fishing enthusiasts have been asking for, for years.

OPENCLOSED
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Universal design fits most popular GPS, fish finder, 
chartplotter and VHF brands

Works on most electronics that utilize a mounting 
bracket and knobs

Replaces a factory knob and secures the unit 
to the bracket

Protects property and deters theft

Inexpensive insurance

Simple, compact and easy to install

Rubber cap to protect from elements

Eliminates the hassle of uninstalling and 
reinstalling equipment

Reduces wear and tear on plugs and wires

Worldwide patent pending

Made of marine grade materials

Proudly made in the U.S.A.

Instructional Video
Available at

www.durasafelocks.com

Lock Up Your Gear
Fits Most Major Brands:

*Package includes the necessary bolts and 
washers to accomodate most brands. 

Cobra®•	
Eagle®•	
Garmin®•	
Humminbird®•	
Icom®•	

Lowrance®•	
Raymarine®•	
Standard Horizon®•	
Uniden®•	
and others... •	



No. SM007No. SM006No. SM005
Fits D Size Ball (2.25" dia.)
and E Size Ball (3.37" dia.)Fits C Size Ball (1.5" dia.)Fits B Size Ball (1" dia.)

Works on RAM® Marine Electronic Mounts

Once locked, the knob spins freely preventing 
a thief from opening the mount and taking 
the electronics unit

Made of marine grade materials

Patent pending product

A marine electronics unit mounted on a RAM® Mount is easily 
stolen by unscrewing the knob of the mount and removing the
unit and its bracket. With a DuraSafe Swivel Mount Lock and a 
Universal Electronics Lock, protection against marine electronics 
theft is acheived. This lock replaces the factory’s knob and once 
locked prevents removal. Simple, compact and easy to install, it’s 
inexpensive insurance for your property. 

www.durasafelocks.com14

Swivel Mount Lock
Three Lock Sizes
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Locks the trolling motor to the boat transom

Only lock that fits most Minn-Kota® transom 
mount trolling motors

Simple one-piece design

Recommended for freshwater use only

Worldwide patent pending

This Trolling Motor Lock is the only lock that fits 
Minn-Kota® transom mount trolling motors. It features 
a one-piece jaw-like design that encloses the clamp 
screws of the motor, making them inaccessible. The lock 
eliminates the hassle of removing and reinstalling the 
motor and is inexpensive protection. It is lightweight and 
installs in seconds. It features rattle proof lining, reversible 
keys for easy insertion and a fail-safe locking system 
that won’t allow the key to be removed unless in the 
locked position.

Only lock that fits MotorGuide® bow mounts

Locks the motor in the mount

Replaces the factory knob

Acts as a knob so the motor can still be moved 
up and down when adjustment is needed

The Bow Mount Lock is a unique locking knob 
that fits most MotorGuide® bow mount motors. 
It screws into place and with the turn of a key 
the motor is protected. The Bow Mount Lock 
offers reliable, affordable theft protection and 
eliminates the hassle of having to remove the 
motor when the boat is left unattended.

Transom Mount Trolling Motor Lock

Bow Mount Trolling Motor Lock

Security for Minn-Kota® Transom Mount Trolling Motors

Security for MotorGuide® Bow Mount Trolling Motors

No. MKA-41

No. MG21

OPEN

CLOSED



One Size Fits All Coupler Widths

Fits every coupler on the market from 1/2" to 3 3/8" and any 
size in between

Not spring loaded - the unique rotating stainless steel cam 
positions lock head into incremental grooves providing 
maximum security

Unique design replaces the standard coupler lock that has 
a fixed width

Takes the guesswork out of having to know what width coupler lock 
you need because it fits everything

Lock slides back and forth along stainless steel pin for ease of use 

1/8" incremental adjustments offers a tight fit against the 
coupler latch

18 different positions available to accommodate every coupler 
on the market

Key shutter for debris protection

Patent pending

Lock body made of rust-resistant anodized aluminum 
and stainless-steel pin

Also available in a keyed-alike combo pack with the 
Universal Receiver Lock (See page 17)

The DuraSafe Universal Coupler Lock features 1/8" incremental adjustments 
to easily fit every coupler on the market from (1/2" to 3 3/8"). This lock 
features reversible keys for easy insertion and a fail-safe locking system 
that won’t allow the key to be removed unless in the locked position.

www.durasafelocks.com16

Universal Coupler Lock
No. UCL1000SS     Fits 1/2" through 3 3/8" couplers 



Ball bearing design for greater security 
and strength

Durable lock design won’t falsely pop open 
like push button locks

Fits all receivers and coupler combinations 
making it the only universal, keyed-alike 
set on the market

Stainless Steel

DuraSafe’s Universal Receiver and Coupler Lock 
Set is the only keyed-alike universal lock set on 
the market that fits every standard size receiver 
and every coupler width. This set covers the 
broadest range of applications. It also allows you 
to walk away with a lock set that you know will fit 
your tow package.

This lock set consists of a new, improved receiver 
lock design, and the Universal Coupler Lock, 
UCL1000SS. The receiver lock in this set offers 
the same great benefits as the original (RL565) 
but with a few new features:

The Universal Receiver Lock includes two bent 
shaft pins and one lock head. The pin sizes are 
1/2" diameter to fit Class II receivers and 5/8" 
diameter to fit Class III and IV receivers. The 
bent shaft design is the safest on the market 
because it guarantees proper fit. No possibility 
of improper installation of a 1/2" pin in a 
Class III or IV receiver - it simply won’t fit.

Universal fit for Class II, III and IV Receivers

Includes 1/2" dia. pin for Class II receivers 
and 5/8" dia. pin for Class III and IV receivers

Lock head fits both pins

Two bent shaft pins ensure proper installation 
and use

Three-stage debris protection; internal o-ring, 
key shutter and rubber cap

Chrome-plated steel

1/2" diameter

1/2" diameter

5/8" diameter

5/8" diameter
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Universal Receiver / Coupler Lock Set

Universal Receiver Lock

No. C1500SS

No. RL565




